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A full moon rose while thinking what words to 
write to welcome 25th Volume of HOWL, Copper 
Mountain College’s Arts and Literary Magazine. My 
affection for the full moon’s arrival has intensified 
ever since Mohave sands ensnared me some years 
ago. The way the pock covered mass pushes light 
into darkness as its orb rises to replace the sun; 
There is no better place to witness this ascent 
than the desert. I’ve grown to look forward to the 
full moon’s visits like visits from a dear friend.  
This moon has come to mean more to me over the 
past few years because it, also like a dear friend, 
has been one of the few things in life that’s been 
consistent. 

The world we knew fractured a few years ago- fis-
sures brought on by a disease. For some, it was 
the first-time nature had impacted their human 
trajectory. For many, it was the first time the 
buzz of daily life came to a halt. For all, it was 
a time none had known before. The pieces of the 
new normal will be falling into place for years to 
come as we venture back into the world forever 
wounded. 

We are like coyotes stirring from a winter’s hiber-
nation.  We’ve been separated from each other; 
we’ve been in slumber. And like coyotes, we wish 
to gather. Our desire to be together has torn some 
apart. We’ve missed our packs. 

So my hope for this 25th Volume of Howl is this- 
may it be like the light on the horizon that prom-
ises the moon, may it be a place where we can 
gather and may it be a place where we can do 
what coyotes do when they gather in the dark lit 
only by moonlight….HOWL!!! There seems no bet-
ter time in history to do so. 
CMC’s HOWL is made possible by a pack of ded-
icated and consistent people who are like the 
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moon; I am forever indebted to them.  

Thank you first to Greg Gilbert the founder of 
HOWL back in 1996. You’ve created a special place 
for student artists and writers at Copper Moun-
tain College and the Morongo Basin community, 
Greg! We hope to carry the torch!!

A huge thank you also goes out to Ellen Baird, 
former editor of HOWL. Ellen, thank you so much 
for your light and love!! You’ve been so giving in 
your wisdom of HOWL’s innerworkings as well as 
opened her classroom to HOWL. She has been a 
pioneer in creating the HOWL Reading Events and 
making them legendary. Thank you, Ellen!! You, 
too, helped create something we hope to continue 
for years to come. 

Sandy Smith, president of the Copper Mountain 
College Foundation, we could not do this without 
you!!!  You work tirelessly to keep HOWL going. 
Thank you for all the help in doing the HOWL Kick-
off, seeking funding, and getting our word out into 
the community!! I am inspired by your charisma, 
positivity, and efficiency! You are inspiring to be 
around and a true treasure to this community. 

A huge thank you goes out to Sara Huston of the 
CMC Foundation. Thank you for organizing the Ap-
plebee’s fundraiser, picking up posters at the last 
minute and just always lending a helping hand!! 
You are golden, Sara!! 
Also, thank you so much Jolie Alpin for all you do 
to get the word out on HOWL! I sure appreciate all 
that you do!

Then there is the editorial staff. What a team we 
had! Thank you, Sara Snyder and Lily Smith, for 
your student insights!! We were sorry you couldn’t 
stick with us to the end, but we wish you well in 
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Certain exemplary works were selected by the 
editing team for Howl's Writing Challenge. 
Winners of the Writing Challenge receive 
cash awards generously funded  by the  
Copper Mountain College Foundation. 

Howl 2022 recognized three winners. Those 
works are tactfully indicated throughout 

the edition with this feather. 



your future endeavors. 

Then, there is Cathy Inscore! Thank you, Cathy, 
for setting up the library display and doing all 
that you did for HOWL despite all obstacles!!! Gary 
Trufel, I cannot thank you enough for your men-
torship and dedication to seeing this project to 
the end!! May the next year bring your family clos-
er!! Robert Wanless, I feel so lucky for having you 
join us when you did. You offered insight into this 
HOWL process and such superb editorial input!! We 
are so glad you’ve returned to this desert floor. 

Huge gratitude also goes out to Jill Michaels our 
graphics visionary. Thank you, Jill, for your cre-
ativity, talent, time and putting up with my 
quirks. You have been an amazing addition to this 
HOWL team and we truly could not do this with-
out you!! 

Thanks goes on to the high desert writing com-
munity. Thank you, Greg Gilbert, for your vision to 
start HOWL and your continual support! You keep 
HOWL alive!! And also to Rich Soos of Cholla Nee-
dles for his tutelage and support! Mike Vail, we are 
indebted to you as well for the time you took to 
visit the classrooms to spread the word of HOWL 
as well as your amazing support, thank you!!

And to all who make the HOWL Readings a reality- 
GRND SQRL, The Palms, Space Cowboy, Giant Rock 
Meeting Room and the CMC Culinary Program! 
Thank you for making live events a reality again!! 

And huge gratitude to the musicians who are 
lending their talents at these events – Bill 
and Bob, Paul Gerkin, The Fizz Fuzz, Ran-
dy Smith, and Harry Taylor! Thank you for 
HOWLING with us!byDavidGoetz byDavidGoetz 
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Letter from the editor: 
 
 
A full moon rose while thinking what words to write to welcome 25th 
Volume of HOWL, Copper Mountain College’s Arts and Literary Magazine. 
My affection for the full moon’s arrival has intensified ever since 
Mohave sands ensnared me some years ago. The way the pock covered 
mass pushes light into darkness as its orb rises to replace the sun; There 
is no better place to witness this ascent than the desert. I’ve grown to 
look forward to the full moon’s visits like visits from a dear friend.  This 
moon has come to mean more to me over the past few years because it, 
also like a dear friend, has been one of the few things in life that’s been 
consistent.  
 
The world we knew fractured a few years ago- fissures brought on by a 
disease. For some, it was the first-time nature had impacted their 
human trajectory. For many, it was the first time the buzz of daily life 
came to a halt. For all, it was a time none had known before. The pieces 
of the new normal will be falling into place for years to come as we 
venture back into the world forever wounded.  
 
We are like coyotes stirring from a winter’s hibernation.  We’ve been 
separated from each other; we’ve been in slumber. And like coyotes, we 
wish to gather. Our desire to be together has torn some apart. We’ve 
missed our packs.  
 
So my hope for this 25th Volume of Howl is this- may it be like the light 
on the horizon that promises the moon, may it be a place where we can 
gather and may it be a place where we can do what coyotes do when 
they gather in the dark lit only by moonlight…HOWL!!! There seems no 
better time in history to do so.  
CMC’s HOWL is made possible by a pack of dedicated and consistent 
people who are like the moon; I am forever indebted to them.   
 
Thank you first to Greg Gilbert the founder of HOWL back in 1996. 
You’ve created a special place for student artists and writers at Copper 
Mountain College and the Morongo Basin community, Greg! We hope to 
carry the torch!! 
 
A huge thank you also goes out to Ellen Baird, former editor of HOWL. 
Ellen, thank you so much for your light and love!! You’ve been so giving 
in your wisdom of HOWL’s innerworkings as well as opened her 
classroom to HOWL. She has been a pioneer in creating the HOWL 
Reading Events and making them legendary. Thank you, Ellen!! You, too, 
helped create something we hope to continue for years to come.  
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Sandy Smith, president of the Copper Mountain College Foundation, we 
could not do this without you!!!  You work tirelessly to keep HOWL 
going. Thank you for all the help in doing the HOWL Kickoff, seeking 
funding, and getting our word out into the community!! I am inspired by 
your charisma, positivity, and efficiency! You are inspiring to be around 
and a true treasure to this community.  
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Gilbert, for your vision to start HOWL and your continual support! You 
keep HOWL alive!! And also to Rich Soos of Cholla Needles for his 
tutelage and support! Mike Vail, we are indebted to you as well for the 
time you took to visit the classrooms to spread the word of HOWL as 
well as your amazing support, thank you!! 
 
And to all who make the HOWL Readings a reality- GRND SQRL, The 
Palms, Space Cowboy, Giant Rock Meeting Room and the CMC Culinary 
Program! Thank you for making live events a reality again!!  
 
And huge gratitude to the musicians who are lending their talents at 
these events – Bill and Bob, Paul Gerkin, The Fizz Fuzz, Randy Smith, and 
Harry Taylor! Thank you for HOWLING with us!! 
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The Dry Lake Bed 

 by Kent Wilson 

Once by the light 
Of a dying campfire 
We danced in the dirt 
Alongside my van. 
One of two stations 
My transistor could capture 
But I had her there 
To translate for me.

She worked as a waitress 
Where I was a busboy 
Legally married 
Well-versed and well-read. 
My Spanish was poor 
Maria's English was perfect 
And so was our night 
On the dry lake bed. 

by Kent Wilson 

What do you get a girl 
When she turns one hundred and one? All she got from me was an email 
A buddy's artist mother 
Two of her canvases hang in my house Poetry and dance in acrylic 
I am very grateful for 
Whatever words of hers glow on my screen Typed by arthritic fingers with 
wit still 
keen 
She was seventy or so 
When I set eyes on her last, elegant Still painting, seemed quite young 
I'm now in my mid-sixties 
An active boy with an old man in his mirror Playing ball and writing my 
electronic 
pen pal 
What do you get a girl
When she turns one hundred and one?  

END. 
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fralbin' 'bout my generation by Jennifer Palmer-Lac� 

"Hope I die before I get old ... " - The Who 

Yes, we were the lucky ones 
whose parents never spoke of love 
who never kissed where we could see 
whose duty was to make us tough 
or coy, for suburbanity 
and our own grassy, sunlit worlds 

But what mean streets would call to us? 
What jungles beating rock'n'roll? 
What needles, pipes, and jagged pills 
would question their authority? 
Were we experienced? not yet -
but we would be ... yes, we would be. 

We were so hungry then for life 
and couldn't reckon any truth 
to be imbibed in libraries, 
hitting the books obediently 
all for a letter on a page. 
But the draft kept boys in class 
'til one by one they drifted off 
to Canada or Mexico 
or uniformly shipped away 
lock stepped in stiff tetrameter. 
At home the girls took up the fight 
that made them women overnight. 

But, oh, it was a heady time, 
bright with possibility. 
Gardens teeming with delights 
rose from derelict blocks; 
blighted storefronts bloomed into 
record stores and candle shops. 



by Ethan Ocampo 



                                                                                            
Peterbilt Resurrection  
by Mike Vail 
                                                        
I tugged on the patch covering the eye 
I’d lost two years before in a faraway war, 
Steered the Kenworth across the bridge 
That separated Oklahoma from Arkansas 
And wished half my sight was all I’d lost 
While I was fighting over there 
 
At a rest stop outside Fort Smith 
A cute little thing with long blonde hair 
Led a pit bull pup around by its neck 
She wore a sleeveless Led Zeppelin t-shirt 
That revealed bright blue rose tattoos 
Falling from her shoulders to her wrists  
 
“Those blue flowers look awful pretty,” I said 
“But in the old tune I recall, the roses 
Were red and the lady was blue” 
 
“That lady was a fool,” she replied, 
Staring at my patch 
“What could’ve come over her 
To miss all the wonder 
 
Of being in this world?”  
 
Soon she showed me something  
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Even prettier than those blooms--  
A custom bed tucked  
In the back of her Peterbilt’s cab 

We made love all night long 
While her ringtone played  
“When the Levee Breaks” 
And the pit bull under the mattress growled 

“It’s just my old boyfriends,” she giggled 
In the dim glow of the tiny nightlight 
“Trying to figure out where I parked tonight” 
“Ring on, phone, ring on!” I replied, 
Winking at her with my good eye 

    END. 

    Illustration by Ethan Ocampo 
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We dance along in the kitchen,  

You grab my hand and twirl me around,  

Did you know then how it would make me feel now? You sing to yourself and smile  

when I walk in the room,  

I listen to the song and watch how it brings joy to you,  

Did you know then how it would make me feel now? We sit on the couch and sing  

t ogether,  

You wrap your arm around me and hold me close, Did you know then how it would  

make me feel now? Now all I hear and see is you,  

So many songs and so many reminders,  

Now I am blessed with this joy in my heart,  

All because of you.  

Poem Inspired by Saxophonist Bob Sheppard by Madison Slayden 

by David Goetz 
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223 Kundalini by Shannon Navarro



SIGNS OF  
LIFE  
SUPPORT by Gabriel Hart 
 
The saddest part: nobody knows 
The mystery: where will the money come from  
(more like: where does all the money go?) 
Tonight’s poorly attended 
for a poorly ended legacy 
that might have stood a chance 
but the bar’s safe’s up someone’s nose 
  
it doesn’t feel celebratory 
it just feels like the end 
just take it off life support  
already 
it barely feels like a legend 
no “you should’ve been there!” 
heresy  
until the Kearns rescue the night 
from post-mortem obscurity 
  
it’s usually the songs he sings 
but tonight, it what’s said in-between: 
“There was a time where we’d play out here,  
no charge to get in,  
because it’s so far out here,  
so just because you showed up,  
we’d already win 
We’d pass the hat around, split it up at the end 
But tonight, all the money goes to the house 
It’s allegedly a benefit to save the bar from  
Eviction 
Aggressive developers 
I dunno… “THE MAN?” 
yet the owner is somewhere or something else 
(does anyone know the plan?) 
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Earlier, they had no change for twenty 
Now, no one’s even tending bar 
even the alcohol has stopped working 
when you’re used to swimming in 
shit 
you learn to love  
your  
shit  
dive 
with high turnovers 
bad plumbing 
and bloodshot owners 
these cutting coroners  
dutifully 
embalming the living 
before anyone can learn what killed us 
  
“I mean let’s be honest here 
this night ain’t benefitting anything 
except Bill the owner’s going away party…” 
  
We snicker, squirm somberly  
Hope Bill’s not here/is here  
to hear it all 
I say fuck it  
I can’t take it 
I get up to leave  
But duty calls 
  
“And now my friend Gabe’s 'gonna pass the hat around 
‘cause tonight your money goes to the house of cards…” 
he says, handing me his wide brim 
and we made it rain  
under the desert stars 
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BROWN BAG 
LIQUOR 
by Kent Wilson 
Joey will correct anyone who calls him, “homeless.” Although he has 
no address, he dislikes the term. It’s never difficult to find him,
outside the same bargain market, in the same beige shirt on any given 
day. 
Intelligent, charming, even stylish in his way, drinking brown bag liquor, 
he pours out his heart
to me, right there,
in that parking lot. 
I know all his maladies
and all his sisters’ names,
and where he went to high school, and the medications that he takes. 
He’s aware I have a daughter,
I keep the rest pretty vague. 
I enjoy my time with Joey,
once or twice a week.
On occasion, I’ll grab burgers,
and we’ll sit on a wall and eat,
near his rolled-up blanket, rolled up tight with his cases, his bags and 
his bike. 
His paper sack is crumpled around the wine bottle’s neck. Not 
drinking ain’t an option, not for him, not yet. 
A puzzle, this man Joey 
So cautious I remain 
I keep my friend at a distance. 

Dripping Cri,nson by Nathan Cordo-...a 

Thoughts flooded of once that were only fiction. 
Now they became a different reality. 
Consumed what I was, flooding, unstable, and unwilling to relent. 
Gripped by fear it haunted. 
Crimson pooling 
seemed to be a blessing .. .feeling the last drip drop. 
Fading into the 
darkness-eyed closing shut. end 
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LA, April, 2012 by John Sierpinski

LAX—let madness
descend like an F5
tornado onto Sepulveda
heading to the freeway,

not really free, stuck
in early afternoon traffic—in early afternoon traffic—
a crazy, racing stick man
giant GMC overdrive
tailgating, zigzagging lanes,
boom of bass—triage
waiting to happen.

In the median
dried out palm trees,dried out palm trees,
dirty street signs…
My Toyota Corolla
heads for the hills.

Crippled cars burn
vast quantities of fossil
fuel, choking, strangling
Middle-earth.Middle-earth.

A truck pulling
a double trailer
of grapefruits. Past downtown
LA—hills of Pomona,

Rosemead, North
to San Dimas
a small-town looka small-town look
hickory trees, nuthatch.

Thank God off
the highway hell,
Damien Avenue, then over
to the quiet courtyard
of our hotel.
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Trepidation by Ashley Lechner 

Nights like these always bring the crazies out, and a course they’ve always got 
something wrong with 'me.’ All these tweakers crawl from their little shacks out 
in the boonies and somehow, someway they always end up in my office, the 
sheriff thought bitterly as he rummaged through a filing cabinet, looking for 
statement paperwork. He put on a fake face and smiled at the disheveled young 
man who stood on the other side of the desk. “Now I know it’s been a long night 
so far, but why don’t you take a deep breath and run through what happened 
again for me so we can figure out what to do next. Okay?” The young man 
nodded solemnly. 
“Pull up one of those chairs boy and tell me what happened.” 
“I remember it -it was pouring and raining 
and the lightning and”…he paused sniffling…
“then this thing came down and” his voice 
began to waver. He took a deep breath
“And it was so dark.” His eyes filled with
water, but he did not cry just yet. It was
uncomfortable watching this boy almost
cry, as he was on the verge of hysteria,
as much as he was on the verge of
manhood. He paused again, trying to 
compose himself, letting out a long
hitching sigh. 

“Julia was driving so fast and then this 
thing just hit her,” he said, exhaustedly 
wiping away a trail of snot running from 
his nose with the back of his bony hand. 
He breathed deeply again, blotted his 
eyes with his palms, and hung his head                                         
in his hands. He held them there for a while, 
shivering, and took a long-clogged snort just before a string of clear mucus hit the 
table. He took his hands away from his eyes and rubbed his face, then the back of his 
neck and shoulders, and up to his cheeks, as if he could rub the sniffles away. In this 
state, the young man looked like a little boy trying to mimic a chipmunk. He squeezed 
his face between both hands, eyes brimming with tears, scrunching up his features, 
and said through puckered lips, “okay, let me start over.” He took a long, ragged breath 
before bursting into uncontrollable sobs. 

It was impossibly dark that evening. The night was like a huge weighted blanket on 
them, opaque, heavy and suffocating. It smelt of wet asphalt and creosote bushes. 
The outside air felt dense and electric; a storm was coming. However Julia, despite the 
weather, insisted they help her parents. Her dad called and said that her ma was 
feeling sick again, and described all the stereotypical symptoms of a stroke.
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He told her that his car wasn't working and they both knew he couldn't afford another 
ambulance. Though weather warnings advised drivers to stay off the road due to flash 
flooding, she was set on getting her ma to the hospital. She asked Charlie to follow 
her down the highway in his van, as she was still in the process of putting all the seats 
back in her truck. She knew her dad was going to fight tooth and nail to go with his 
wife, so just taking her ma was futile and she knew it. Julia also knew that while 
Charlie's van was big enough to fit the four of them, it wasn’t nearly as fast as she 
would like. As much as he hated driving during a storm, he agreed to go with her, as 
he would agree to go anywhere with her. So they set out together in both cars and 
raced to Julia's parents’ house. 

Her dear parents lived in the middle of nowhere, as the only thing around for miles 
was dirt and cactuses. That's the way they preferred to live. The two were nice people, 
but they disliked neighbors and enjoyed the landscape of the Mojave more than the 
company of others. As the couple flew down Highway 66, they sped past the hospital 
in which they were never going to arrive; lightning flashed across the sky. It was a 
brilliant purple bolt that lit the clouds in a millisecond worth of the most beautiful, 
stormy lilac paint. If the circumstances had been different when Charlie saw that 
lightning, he would have taken time to reflect on its beauty. But this was different. He 
felt scared, but not for himself. He felt what was like a bubble of anxiety growing in the 
pit of his stomach. He felt fear begin to creep its way up from the bubble, and felt its 
yucky tentacles tickle their way around his heart and tie knots in the back of his throat. 

He hoped that Julia's mother was alright. He hoped that despite what Julia's dad 
described, it wasn't the onslaught of another stroke that caused the call for alarm. He 
knew that if she were to lose one of her parents it would absolutely destroy her. They 
had talked about this when they discussed their biggest fears. His was spiders and 
hers was the unknown. 

Along with his irrational fear of arachnids, Julia's driving also scared him. She had to 
have been doing 90 down the highway, as he was pushing 70 and still couldn't keep 
up with her. Charlie felt a rumble jostle the van, and heard a monstrous clap of 
thunder in the distance. He saw through his peripherals that more bolts spotted the 
sky, though not as magnificent as the one that flashed seconds ago. This hearty 
smack of sound may have just shattered the plumage of clouds above, just as the clap 
had stopped; rain began to pour. Huge drops of water hit the windshield and made it 
seem as if someone was clamoring on the roof, tossing buckets of water onto it. He let 
off of the gas and eased the brake. The van’s tires shrieked in protest, but 
nonetheless the car slowed down. Julia, however, did not seem to be slowing down. 
She was going as fast as her truck would let her: as the tires spat rain spittle into the 
night, to get farther and farther away. Not wanting to be left in the dust, Charlie sped 
up. He was pushing 70 again when he caught up with her and was content with 
having a couple-car gap between them. He kept his eyes on the road, well, on the 
taillights of her truck, hunched his shoulders and gripped the steering wheel. His focus 
was broken when the most peculiar thing happened. 
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Every rain drop falling from the heavens seemed to be illuminated with this 
spectacular yellow light. It wasn't like molten gold; no, it was like the soft glow of a 
candle. Each drop was its own spectacle, holding a light inside of it, like thousands of 
gleaming gem shards against the black night. This light didn't seem to shine through 
the raindrops, but came from within them. They only glowed when suspended in the 
air as when they hit the ground they became what was a rush of grey muddled water. 
It was truly a sight to behold. Then suddenly the illusion ceased. Everything stopped, 
the light, pounding rain, and the rush of murky water. Julia had slowed a little in awe 
of the lightshow, but now she sped back up, plowing through the river that now 
covered the road. 

Charlie was still dazed and crawling along the highway when she was hit. A large 
heap of metal smashed diagonally into her car. It was like a giant ball of tinfoil 
splattering a warm block of cheese. It sounded like somebody ripping a sheet of 
metal in half. The heap had cut about three quarters of the way into her car when the 
rest of it collapsed like an old paper bag. This awful ball of aluminum foil blew up 
when it crumpled, and sent Charlie and his red van sprawling in tight circles 
backwards. Charlie slammed on the brakes, the tires screeching in protest, and he 
leaned into the direction of the blast, making a pattern familiar to the Hostess 
Cupcake. When the car finally stopped, he pushed open the door and threw himself 
out onto his feet. A wave of dizziness and vertigo washed over him as he did this. He 
steadied himself, then ran full force towards the wreckage. The blast sent him a ways 
away as when he got to the accident he was completely out of breath. Glass that was 
once a part of Julia's windshield littered the highway and crunched under his tattered 
Converse. Hazards bleated from the ruins and glittered on the newly shattered glass. 
He felt weak as he drew closer to what was left of Julia’s truck. His heart sank. He 
knew there was no way his beautiful Julia could have survived the impact, though in 
spite of this, he rushed to what meekly resembled the driver's side door. Her car was 
crushed like a soda can, and from being so close, he saw blood beginning to seep 
from every crevice and crack, like molasses being poured out on a cold winter's day. 
Her blood was pooling on the asphalt around his scuffed shoes, and the real horror 
only began to sink in once he saw pink stream down the road. The rain had begun to 
pick up again. It sprayed Charlie like a vicious water hose, but he couldn’t feel it. His 
mind was racing in 100 different directions, that bubble he felt in his stomach popped 
and leached into his bloodstream. His heart plummeted to his toes and pumped ice 
into his veins. His arms felt heavy, his fingers cold, eyes hot. 

He couldn't tell if it was rain running down his face or his own sorrowful tears. He 
screamed Julia’s name into the night, wailing, sobbing like a madman. He pounded 
her truck, the one she’d been so proud of when she finally got it to run again, now the 
truck that she was forever encased in. He squatted and scraped at the metal trying to 
get a handhold but he couldn’t. He screamed and pounded his head and got to his 
feet. He wept, looking up into the night, into cold black clouds, when he noticed the 
heap that ended Julia. It looked scrappy, like a ball of metal garbage strung together, 
with glowing sticky booger-like orbs stuck on it. Muddy yellow light shone through the 
balls illuminating the crushed hull of whatever this thing was. 

The dome part of it was a good distance from the ground. He wondered just what in 
the hell this thing was when he heard a whirring, hissing sound. He saw what looked 
like a hatch start to vibrate. The metal screeched a terrible sound as it opened, 
revealing a pitch-black chasm inside. In the shadowy darkness of this space, he saw a 
thing slink out of it. He was frightened by this thing, and shrank back out of view. He 
saw it swing itself from the hatch and leap onto what was left of her car. 

It walked curiously on the heap, slapping its long feet against the roof as if testing the 
give of the truck. This thing was child-sized, but it scared him like nothing he’d ever 
felt before. It lifted its bulbous grey head into the air and slung it around. He saw the 
thing’s big black eyes scan the area, and noticed that holes in the thing’s face were 
undulating, as if it was sniffing for something. Looking for something. It looked around, 
lifting its head and pausing every couple of seconds, before it went still. It got down on 
all fours, on its stubby, skinny little arms, and scuttled on the roof of the car. Charlie 
realized that thing had been sniffing for him. It smelled the air and reared its head in 
every direction swinging it this way and that. It stopped, frozen, completely silent. 
Charlie scrambled back away from this hideous creature and now he crouched beside 
the shattered headlight of his lover's car. He was trembling, covering his mouth with a 
shaky hand to make sure he wouldn't scream. He heard the thing quietly crawling to 
the front end of the car, and he snapped his eyes shut, not wanting to face the 
creature. He could hear it no longer, and he stayed huddled in a shaking trembling 
mess, for what felt like hours. When he felt brave enough to look at whatever watched 
him, he opened his eyes and promptly fainted as the thing was merely a couple 
inches from his face. 
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The solid sound of steps echoed down the hallway. The steps were heavy, 
but meticulous, thumping down against the cold, polished concrete floor. At 
the end of the hallway was a single door that had two guards on either side, 
and a black panel on the left side of it. Behind the door held two prisoners, 
though if someone were to ever look in-- well, they would be shot and killed 
for trespassing, but they would catch a glimpse of the inside and see only 
one prisoner. The prisoner they would see was merely a man fighting a long 
battle against his drug addiction. The second prisoner was hidden. He 
possessed the first and was the god of war, Ares. Ares was the reason they 
were in prison.  
The man lay on his bed. Eyes closed and breathing slowly. He wasn’t 
sleeping, just bored. However, staying in a prison for an unknown number 
of years allowed him to perfect the look of pretending to be asleep. To 
pass the time the man would think. He would think of the future, think of 
the past, of his children, wife, brothers, the warden who would be visiting 
him soon, possible scenarios and of anything that his racing mind could 
come up with. He had too much time to think. He felt that if he were there 
any longer, he would go insane.  
  
Solid steps got louder. The prisoner opened his eyes tiredly, then sat up on 
his bed. The steps stopped. He hopped out of bed and went to the door 
placing his ear against it. He couldn’t tell if the door was just too thick to 
hear through or if the guards and warden on the other side were just too 
quiet to be heard. Suddenly a pair of steps began trotting away from the 
door. The prisoner quickly rushed to his bed once more and sat politely, 
waiting for the warden to come in. Slowly, the door opened.  
“Ashton? Are you up?” the warden said. 
“Yup, I’m right here, Jasper” the prisoner, Ashton, waved as the warden 
stepped in and revealed himself.   
Jasper, the warden, simply glared at Ashton. There was no way for Ashton 
to get on the good side of this devil-warden. Since Ashton had been in 
prison, he’d never been able to befriend Jasper, even though he’d tried 
many times each with a new antic. The warden looked down on Ashton, 
provided him very little food, and no entertainment. Ashton tried many 
times though.  
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Very few times did he ever actually make Jasper crack a smirk.  

Ashton looked over Jasper, observing what his formal attire for today was. 
Jasper’s outfits never changed style, always a suit with some tie, and his 
hair slicked back with what would probably be a toxic amount of hair gel. 
Today. Jasper’s suit was white with a baby blue shirt tucked underneath. 
To make the white and blue suit look better than it truly was, he was 
donning a horrendous orange tie blotched with black squiggly spots on it. 
Jasper’s sense of fashion was non-existent. To Ashton, it was like a 
trickster dressed Jasper everyday whispering to him that he looked good, 
only to later humiliate himself once he stepped out into the public eye. 
Jasper has dressed like this ever since they were children.  
“Good morning, Jasper,” said Ashton.  
  
Jasper didn’t acknowledge that Ashton said anything. He just looked down 
at his left hand that held a white painted tin. Jasper closed the cell door 
behind him.  
“I’d offer you a seat, but there’s nowhere to sit, and I’m not letting you sit 
on my bed,” Ashton said, hinting at something.  
“I’m not going to get you anything else besides the bed and some sheets to 
keep warm,” Jasper stated.  
“Why not?”  
“I’ve told you this plenty of times, Ares could hurt you if there 
were anything else in this room.” Jasper stepped closer to 
Ashton and opened the tin.   
Inside the tin were two sections. The first section held 
Ashton’s dinner, packaged food similar to an MRE. The second 
held a syringe. Within the syringe was a serum Jasper had 
made to put the god Ares to sleep every morning and every 
night. “Also,” started Jasper, “It’s seven p.m. not a.m.”  
“Oh, my bad. It’s just so hard to tell time with no windows 
or even a clock.” Ashton made a circle in the air imitating 
a clock, “it would be really nice to have a clock in here, ya’ 
know?”  
“You can’t have. “  
  
“Ares wouldn’t hurt me with a clock, Jasper,” 
said Ashton, irritated, “You don’t know Ares. 
I’ve been studying him for  
over fifteen years.”  



  
“And he’s been in my head for seven years of those years?” 
Ashton questioned.  

“I think I’d know him better than you.”  

Jasper simply shook his head, “He’s been possessing you 
for ten years.” Jasper then glared at Ashton. “Do you even 
know why he’s possessing  
you?”  
  
Both of them fell silent at this point. They both knew why 
Ares chose Ashton to possess.  
There were a few reasons, but there was one in particular 
that Ashton hated talking about.  
  
“Leanne worships Aphrodite,” Ashton tried to pose that 
statement as the reason that Ares chose him.  
“That's how he found out about you,” Jasper tore down 
Ashton’s excuse. “He found you through Aphrodite and your 
wife, Leanne. He possessed you because you were high or 
drugged up any chance you had. You wouldn’t be able to fight 
against his control. You were the perfect vessel for him.”  
Ashton looked down at his lap and fell silent.  
  
Jasper threw the packaged meal into Ashton’s lap. “Eat up. 
You can't be hungry when I give this to you.”  
Ashton merely signed and opened the package. “Mmm,” he 
sarcastically hummed, “A home cooked meal.” Ashton 
glanced around then looked down at his bed, “Did this come 
with a fork or spoon?”  
Jasper was the one to go silent now. He shook his head, “I’m 
sorry, I forgot about those.” “I see.” Ashton held up the 
package and leaned his head back, letting the food slide out of 
the bag into his mouth. When he pulled the bag away, he 
cringed as he ate. “God this really sucks today. What’s in it? 
Every bitter food known to  
Earth?”  
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There were a few reasons, but there was one in particular 
that Ashton hated talking about.  
  
“Leanne worships Aphrodite,” Ashton tried to pose that 
statement as the reason that Ares chose him.  
“That's how he found out about you,” Jasper tore down 
Ashton’s excuse. “He found you through Aphrodite and your 
wife, Leanne. He possessed you because you were high or 
drugged up any chance you had. You wouldn’t be able to fight 
against his control. You were the perfect vessel for him.”  
Ashton looked down at his lap and fell silent.  
  
Jasper threw the packaged meal into Ashton’s lap. “Eat up. 
You can't be hungry when I give this to you.”  
Ashton merely signed and opened the package. “Mmm,” he 
sarcastically hummed, “A home cooked meal.” Ashton 
glanced around then looked down at his bed, “Did this come 
with a fork or spoon?”  
Jasper was the one to go silent now. He shook his head, “I’m 
sorry, I forgot about those.” “I see.” Ashton held up the 
package and leaned his head back, letting the food slide out of 
the bag into his mouth. When he pulled the bag away, he 
cringed as he ate. “God this really sucks today. What’s in it? 
Every bitter food known to  
Earth?”  

  

“I don’t know what’s in it. I just have to buy the food.”  
  
Ashton shook his head before eating some more. “Do you 
remember back when we were kids and mom forgot to get 
spoons that one time?”  
Furrowing his brows, Jasper tried to remember what Ashton 
was talking about.  

“Honestly I don’t remember. You’ll have to be more specific,” 
he paused before adding, “also don’t say ‘mom’ like she was 
your mom too.”  
“Jasper, she was my mom too. Just because you cut me out 
of our family doesn’t mean you can completely erase the 
fact that I’m your brother.”  
  
“You’re not my brother anymore. We took you to court and 
got you removed from our family.”  
There was no winning for Ashton. He listened angrily to Jasper 
and finished his meal. He knew that because of his struggles 
with drugs Jasper had legally gotten him taken out of the 
family. Ashton was at the worst point in his life when that 
happened. He wasn’t married to Leanne yet and she found 
out he had been using drugs once again, damaging their 
relationship.   
Raymond, Ashton’s adopted son, was only a few years old 
putting more pressure on Ashton to be a good father. Along 
with Raymond, Ashton’s youngest brother was born recently, 
at least three years earlier, but he was never all wed to see his 
youngest brother, because of his drug use.  
“I’m done,” stated Ashton.  
  
“Good. Give me your arm.” Jasper held out his left hand, 
and in his right hand was the syringe.  
  
Ashton, take the syringe.  
  
Ares was awake.  



  Ashton fell back against his bed as if he were fainting. 
“Ashton? Are you alright?” Jasper asked with concern. 
There was no response from Ashton.  
Suddenly Ashton sat up snatching the syringe from Jasper. 
Before the warden had any time to react Ashton pricked 
Jasper and injected him with the serum. “Ashton, what are 
you doing?” Jasper struggled to push Ashton away.  Jasper 
had never had much of a chance to meet Ares. With the help 
of the serum, Ares slept often in powerless slumber.   
How is he awake? Jasper thought. His body felt heavy 
suddenly; He could barely keep his eyes open. Jasper fell 
forward towards the bed and Ares quickly moved out of the 
way.  
Jasper landed on the bed with a soft thud. Just before he fell 
completely asleep, Jasper reached out, trying to grab Ares. His 
arm fell outstretched against the bed.  
I think the guards left so we should be good to just leave.  
  
“We’ll go to Jasper’s office first. I know he has a diagram of 
the prison somewhere in there. After that, you’ll get us out of 
here.”   
Ares and Ashton had everything planned out. Jasper had 
created a new serum meant to be more effective than the 
last. It was perfect in every way; however, it wore off hours 
before the next round of shots. That allowed Ares time to 
wake up and gain enough strength to confront Jasper.  
That sounds fine to me. Take us away Ares!   

With Ashton’s approval, Ares left the prison cell, leaving Jasper 
asleep on the bed.   
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“People live small and enjoy the open air,” the slender realtor told us. “We call 
this a beachfront lot. That’s the Marine reserve out there—” he threw his arm out 
and waved it side to side across the hundreds of square miles in front of him. “No 
one will ever build a house between here and the Bullion Mountains.” 
We were new to southern California and looking to build a house. The Bullion 
Mountains sat low on the horizon behind an expanse of empty desert. 
“Marines, huh?” Skip said. The wind blew through his blond curls and Van Dyke 
beard. Skip is my husband. 
“Marines. Oh, yeah. They train out there.” 
“What does that mean?” Skip said. 
A short series of low but seismic detonations answered from the mountains like 
invisible ellipses. Whump! Whump! Whump! 
The realtor smiled. He raised a thick eyebrow and cocked his sunglasses at the 
beachfront. 
“They blow stuff up,” he said. “You’ll see convoy dust, and helicopters fly over 
once in a while, and you’ll hear jets, but that’s about all.” 
“There’s smoke!” Skip pointed. The ellipses had drifted up to smudge the clear 
sky behind the rugged Bullions. 
The realtor just nodded. 
“We get noise up and down this valley,” he said. “The mountains funnel it all the 
way into town.” 

“What’s that out there?” I asked the area expert. I was looking past the picket of 
Military Boundary signs at a group of buildings in the distance. They were white 
and squat and built against the mountain. “Is that a subdivision, or something?” 

The realtor gazed in the same direction. He shook his brunette head. 
“That’s what we call ‘The City on the Hill.’” 
I looked at him. 
“It’s for training. The Marines practice urban combat there, house-to-house 
fighting, that kind of thing.” 
I was skeptical. 



“They must not use live ammunition,” I observed. “’The City’ wouldn’t be 
standing.” 
“No, you’re right. I figured they used BB guns or something,” he snorted, half 
serious. “These days maybe lasers. It’s a good question.” 
And that’s when sparks dazzled my brain. 

Skip and I met further up the California coast, near but not in San Francisco, 
thank you very much. That would have been way too cliché for either of us. Skip 
was transitioning under the care of Dr. Bower, the most prominent gynecologist 
and sexual gender confirmation surgeon on the West Coast. She’d been my 
doctor, too, nearly ten years before, when the operation below the waist was 
called sexual reassignment surgery. 

Skip wore thick glasses at the time and baristaed at Starbucks. He was new on 
the job—a green bean, they called newbies. He was awkward and adorable. I was 
an engineer in Silicon Valley and I asked him out his first day. I had been where 
he was, and I knew what he was feeling. He said yes to our first date. He said yes 
to my proposal after his surgery. And seven months after that, he said “I do.” 

I was hired as a woman at a firm that was one of the most creative engineering 
firms in Silicon Valley. I was good. I knew my materials. I made possible the 
impossible-looking designs of our theme-park architects, designs they later 
incorporated into mind-bending structures in places like Beijing and Dubai. When 
I changed my own structure, so to speak, the firm supported my decision. I gave 
them 23 more years of creative energy in return. By the time my full beard sported 
as many silver hairs as brown, I stepped away from corporate life. My husband 
and I looked for a relaxing place to settle, a place that we could resume our 
creative pursuits but on a smaller scale. 

“What about our neighbors?” Skip wanted to know. “Who lives over there?” 

He was pointing at a tan Santa Fe-style house. The driveway that circled the 
small house was lined with plastic solar lights. The house was ringed by a black 
iron fence. “I don’t know them, but lot of retired people live out here,” the realtor 
offered. 
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“What about our neighbors?” Skip wanted to know. “Who lives over there?” 

He was pointing at a tan Santa Fe-style house. The driveway that circled the 
small house was lined with plastic solar lights. The house was ringed by a black 
iron fence. “I don’t know them, but lot of retired people live out here,” the realtor 
offered. 

A lanky woman wearing jeans whose hair was long and gray walked out of the 
front door. She held her hand up against the sun to look at the three of us. Then 
she waved. 

“There you go,” the realtor said, as if the woman had appeared on cue. He waved 
and I waved and then Skip waved, too. The woman took creaking steps toward 
the detached garage. 
We didn’t begin our search in Landers. However, it was within easy driving 
distance of the desert floor and the ocean but separate enough that we could 
build our identities without fetters. We thought Wonder Valley was a little too far 
out there and Joshua Tree too tourist-trendy. The ten acres with the beachfront 
view was right for the price for me. 
“We have the money,” I told Skip later. 
“We do,” he said, “but are we ‘Landroid’ material? Isn’t that what the realtor 
called the locals, Landroids? Can we fit in here?” 
“People won’t know us from Cain and Abel,” I told him. “First we’ll be good 
neighbors, and then we’ll be entrepreneurs and then be welcome taxpayers and 
businessmen.” 
“A laser arena. Are you sure about that?” 
“’The City on the Hill’.” I framed the name in the air. “Yeah, between that and the 
wine bar you want to build up the road…” I pushed my thumbs up. 
Skip drew in a long breath and let it out. He’d come around. 
Come to find out, our neighbors’ main concern was that we were building a party 
house or a vacation rental. A party house is a shack that unwelcome owners 
occupy on weekends, when they and their friends from the ‘burbs raise a lot of 
dust and make a lot of noise. Rentals are only a step up. The size of the concrete 
pad we poured should have reassured our neighbors. I went out of my way to 
engage anyone who seemed interested in what we were doing while we were 
building the house. I was always on site. Sometimes Skip would join me. We lived 
in a detached building on his parents’ property in Cathedral City while we built. 
He took art classes in Coachella Valley and spent much of his time painting plein 
air landscapes. 

“Looks like a nice place you’re building, here,” the lanky woman next door said 
one evening. She had crossed the dirt road that separated our dusty lot from hers. 



“Thanks,” I told her. “It’s our retirement home. We want to do it right.” 
“Retired, huh?” 
I nodded. 
“Me, too,” she trilled, “’cept my house was already built.” 
We traded sketches of the kinds of work we’d retired from. 
“So, you’ve got a wife?” she said. 
“A partner,” I told her. I always referred to Skip as my partner. 
She looked as if she was waiting for more, but I just smiled. 
She bobbed her head when she realized I wasn’t going to add anything to that 
and blushed. Then she introduced herself and we shook hands. I was careful with 
hers. 
“Well, let me know if I can do anything for you,” she said. 
“Sure,” I said, to be polite. “Thanks. I’m picking up trash we’ve tossed around, 
today. I’d better finish so I can get down the hill.” 

That’s the way all the conversations went. I established that we were solid and 
that I was worried about keeping the jobsite clean. Everyone walked away with 
the impression we wanted to be good neighbors. 

We had one Joshua tree on the property and dozens of creosote bushes. We 
added plants that complemented the sandy desert landscape and built raised 
gardens and put in security fencing that reflected the long, low lines of the house. 

The industrial zone in Landers, such as it is, is in Pipes Wash along Belleview 
Road. A ranch house is on one end and an odd structure called the Integratron, 
which local legend says was designed with the use of space-alien technology, is 
at the other end. In between is an orchid nursery, a baseball field, a microbrewery 
and saloon, and acres of sandy desert. Bellevue Road is paved, and the roads at 
each end are paved, and that’s what makes the location promising. Most of the 
roads are unpaved. They’re passable but they’re wash boarded and pitted, and 
they’re mined with boulders exposed just above grade. The sand in some of them 
is soft enough to stall a car that doesn’t have four-wheel drive and bury its tires 
up to the axles. 

I bought ten acres near the saloon and set up a large, inflatable laser tag arena. 
My plan was to put up a temporary building and see if it would attract enough 
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customers to warrant a permanent indoor arena. I put it within easy sight of the 
paved road, at the turnoff to the saloon. I lit it inside and out. This inflatable even 
had a green, bulbous alien head at its peak. The alien loomed over the marquis 
where purple and green laser rays shot through the name of the arena, “The City 
on the Hill,” which was stenciled in olive drab paint. 

Skip and I weren’t Landroids, but we paid tribute to the local culture. I hoped it 
would help ease our own alien-ness once it was time for us to come out. 

The address where Skip was building his wine bar was a stone’s throw north of a 
restaurant owned and run by a lesbian couple. Skip chose the location. He 
thought that building it near a restaurant with a national reputation for its 
gourmet menu would be good for business. That stretch of the highway would not 
likely get a reputation as “queer,” since both places catered to good taste, not the 
LGBTQ lifestyle, yet having a business down the street run by people who were 
still fighting to gain their piece of beachhead in a society where many opposed 
them, would be a gesture of solidarity. 

Skip saw it as a place for dessert and wine connoisseurs, the destination for local 
wine aficionados. He called it Skip’s Wine Seller. 

Los Angeles moved several feet closer to San Francisco along the San Andreas 
fault on a Tuesday morning late in June. The fault is at its nearest point to us 
along Interstate 10 near Desert Hot Springs. I can imagine the rows of giant wind 
generators in the hills near the fault swaying like dandelions in the wind while the 
ground heaved. 

The earthquake struck while the forklift driver was unloading construction 
supplies for Skip’s wine bar from his flatbed on Old Woman Springs Road to the 
fenced construction yard. The bundle of lumber he was carrying over rough 
ground teetered and then slid off the side of the forks next to the concrete pad. 

I was not at the jobsite when the quake hit; the wine bar was Skip’s baby. I was at 
home. I was tracing a leak in the drip irrigation line on the south side of the house 
where we’d planted deciduous ash trees. I was reflecting on the peacefulness of 
the morning and its irony. 



I had the stillness of the morning and my beachfront view because the Marines 
needed a lot of empty space in which to train. Furthermore, civilized countries like 
ours had peace at home because we had well-trained, standing armies. Yet, there 
was strife and chaos, bloodshed and terror all around the world in those “little 
countries.” Over there. And wasn’t it hypocritical that big countries should be 
brokering peace talks when those same big countries were providing the 
weapons? These were thoughts worthy of a poem. Maybe I’d do a little writing 
when I’d finished plugging the leak. I prized the luxury of letting my mind wander 
since my “retirement.” 

I thought the Marines were training with some bunker-busting ordnance when I 
heard the rumbling and felt the ground shake. The noise and the shaking went on 
longer than I’d ever witnessed, and I wondered what the boys were doing out 
there. When I found myself floundering backwards and sitting hard on the sand 
with my palms holding me upright, I was certain they had missed the target and 
that I was being concussed by friendly fire rather than seismic p-waves. 

The “friendly fire” did not stop. The desert to my right lifted like a rogue wave in 
Morro Bay and I saw the utility poles along the boundary road lean toward the 
houses they served. The trees waved frantically in the still air. The earth pitched 
higher. I was riding an earthquake. I was afraid I was going to die. 

An eternity lasts two minutes. 

I have to confess that my first thought after the earth stopped grinding was 
damage to the house’s walls. The house was standing, and I didn’t see any major 
cracks in the stucco. It rode the quake well, as I’d designed it to. I’d need to call 
the HVAC company, though. The heat pump was sitting crooked. 

Then I thought of Skip, but my cell phone was inside. I rolled over and pushed 
myself off the ground. I was stiff, my wrists felt weak, and my palms stung, but I 
didn’t feel any broken bones as I wobbled to the front door, although my feet hurt 
from the initial waves, the ones that put me on my ass. 
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The refrigerator doors hung open. The milk and the bottles of wine that had 
knocked it ajar were broken and formed a pink, pungent puddle among the litter 
thrown to the floor. The refrigerator light was off. All the lights were off. My cell 
phone screen lit up as usual, but there was no cell service. No electricity, no cell 
service, wine spreading on the floor, and Skip’s condition unknown. I spent too 
many moments wondering what I should do next. 
I snatched the 4 x 4’s keys off the hook and beat towards Skip’s jobsite. 
And returned an hour later, alone. 
The roads, all of which ended at Pipes Wash, were impassable, even for my truck. 
The heat and the smells inside the house were intense. I opened all the windows 
in the house and dry mopped the mess. We had no running water, either. I put 
drilling a well and buying a generator on my mental to do list. 
I emptied the bucket outdoors and looked over at my neighbor’s house. I expected 
the lanky, gray-haired lady to be cleaning up, the same as me, but her front door 
wasn’t even open. I watched for a while, but I saw nothing happening over there. I 
felt a prickling sensation spider over my scalp. 
I walked across the road and stepped through her gate. I couldn’t remember her 
name, so I just kept calling Hello! and Are you all right? I knocked on her door. I 
put my ear against it and knocked again. I took a breath and pushed the door 
open. 
The stench gushed out, layers of brussels sprouts, sauerkraut, and urine. The 
temperature inside was cooler than in the sun, but hot all the same and fetid. My 
neighbor was on the kitchen floor with blood on her head. It looked like her 
temple was bleeding and more blood was spreading underneath her head. A 
broken glass jar lay nearby. During the last 90 minutes she had wet herself. I 
knelt beside the woman, sweeping aside her hair. She had a pulse, but she was 
unconscious. 
And bless her heart, she had a landline. 
The ambulance came in the back way, from Joshua Tree. I waited with her and 
kept her cool by melting ice from her freezer, and I put a bath towel under her 
head. She moaned but never spoke. She was still moaning when the EMTs carried 
her through her narrow gate. 
I called Skip’s cell from her landline, and his voice caressed my ear. That was all 
the reassurance I needed. 



“Scared, but not hurt,” he said. “The water agency’s tank ruptured, so we might 
each get into town for a few bottles.” 
I summarized our damage. 
“I’m sorry to hear about the old lady, Danny, but it was nice of you to stay and 
look after her.” 
I knew I’d be cleaning up for her, too. I’d get that water pronto. 
“I was thinking,” I said, “about us being ‘Landroid material,’ you know?” 
Skip chuckled. I could see his fingers in his beard. 
“Yeah, I remember the conversation.” 
“I think all it took was an earthquake.” 
“Hm,” he mused. “I think I hear a poem in there, somewhere, love.” 
“As sure as the sun rises over the Bullion Mountains,” I told him. 
“And sets over Pipes Wash,” he finished. 
We had gained our beachhead. 
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His Answer by Kent Wilson 

The road sign said twenty-five more miles, so in maybe thirty minutes he'd 
have his answer. Norah insisted they talk in person. Desperate for clarity, 
Austin left his Oakland apartment at nine in the evening and headed south 
for her place in Morongo Valley, high in the Mojave Desert. 

Almost two in the morning and the surreal sight of the moonlit wind 
turbines twirling thirty stories above eastbound Ten had become hypnotic. 
An early-rising man, Austin had to pull off the freeway for a cup of coffee. 
The still-warm desert wind blasted him as he opened his car door. After 
his shot of caffeine, he splashed water on his face in the gas station's 
sink and sniffed his t-shirt. He popped the trunk of his Lincoln four door, 
then pulled out a bottle of mouthwash. And while freshening his breath, he 
buttoned up a clean shirt and ran a comb through his oily unkempt hair. 

On the last leg of his journey, following the 62 into the hills, Austin 
rehearsed out loud his greeting. 
"You look wonderful," he gushed, watching himself in the rear-view mirror. 
"Wow, you forgot to age!" 

Missing the exit at Cholla Avenue wasn't surprising when he realized it 
was only a dirt road. The Yucca Valley city limit marker alerted him that 
he'd traveled too far through her small town, so he turned around, then 
drove slowly and carefully scanned every sign. Making a right on her 
street, he flipped on his high beams and followed the instructions he was 
given. 

Her tiny place was freshly painted and nicely maintained. The only well lit 
house on her little stretch off the highway even had a flood light off the 
one car garage. Austin noticed the front door open a little as he parked. 
"Norah?" he called out excitedly. 
"Shh, be quiet. You might wake the neighbors," she replied in a whisper. 
"You're too used to city noise." 

"Sorry" he said, cupping his hand over his mouth. Then he pretended to 
tiptoe quietly as he approached her. 
Norah smiled warmly. 
"You look good, Austin," she said as she stroked his arm. 
"You too. Great, in fact." 
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As he entered, Austin noticed a pullout sofa bed in the small living room was 
opened and all made up. After setting down his duffle bag on a coffee table, Austin 
turned to her. 
"Can we just talk in the morning? I'm too tired to be charming," he wisecracked. 

Pointing towards a short hall, she said, "Bathroom's on the left, there's a washcloth 
and towel out for you. Okay, tomorrow then. Goodnight." 

The intense morning sun shot right through Norah's sheer white drapes and woke 
Austin early. He wasted no time stripping the bed and putting the front room back 
together. After a quick shower, he emerged from the bathroom to the smell of 
sizzling bacon and brewing dark roast. 

"Good morning," she said. 
"Sure is." 
"Sleep okay, Austin?" 
"Well enough," he began. "Listen, thanks for seeing me." 
The conversation stayed light all during breakfast. They reminisced about high 
school and shared friends. But mostly Norah spoke of the serenity of living in the 
high desert. 
"You fall in love with the quiet, you can hear everything. Right out my front door, I 
can walk ten minutes and silence my chattering brain." 
"You have peace, we have Xanax," he smirked. "Sorry. I'm not really on drugs." 
Norah tried to joke as well, "We ought to do this every thirty 
years ... " 
She lowered her face. "You really hurt me," she muttered. 
Austin got up from the black swiveling chair and sat beside Norah on the bright red 
couch. Several times he almost spoke but remained silent. When he tried to rest his 
hand on her knee, she pushed it away. "It messed me up. For a long time. That 
miscarriage ... " Her voice trailed off as she stared out the window with glassy eyes. 
"There isn't anything I can say to fix that. But I am so sorry." 
"We were kids, I guess," she said. "But the thing I can't get past is how happy you were 
when you heard the news. Like you got busted out of jail." 

She suddenly rose and walked to the hall closet, pulled out a photo album and flipped 
through the pages. Setting the open binder down in front of Austin, she pointed to the 
photograph of a baby boy. 
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"Three years after moving from the Bay Area, I got married. A few years after that, 
Levi was born. He's twenty-three now and in college. Berkeley." 
"So he's up by me?" 
"Yep, he stays with my folks." 
"And your husband?" 
"I've been single for a few years now. Better off." 
Austin collected himself and chose his words carefully. Norah went around the 
room shutting all the windows and turned on the air conditioner. She turned and 
said, "What about you?" 
"Married once, no kids. Here's the deal. I was crying the blues to a buddy of mine 
about being in love once with a wonderful girl and how I blew it. My whole sad 
story. My friend suggested I call you and I did. At the very least I can apologize 
properly. I'm so sorry I hurt you." 
Norah stared blankly at him. "I'm feeling nothing right now, if I'm honest." 
"Do you want me to leave?" Lifting his bag, he asked. 
"Don't know." She paused. "No, not really. When you called you asked if I could 
ever forgive you. Then you drove almost five hundred miles for the answer." 
"Can we go for a walk? Maybe you could show me around." 
With a nod, Norah went to the kitchen and grabbed some water bottles. As they 
strolled toward the hills behind her place she named all the vegetation and 
explained how animals survived life in the desert. 
"See this creosote bush, beautiful yellow flowers, right? This tough little plant can 
go two years without water ... " 

Mid-sentence, she locked eyes with a coyote that abruptly emerged from the 
underbrush. As the pair sized each other up, Austin looked to her with a child-like 
deference. 
"Don't worry," she said. "It's fine." 
The coyote turned then and they watched it slink off. 
"Sometimes, coyotes come down from the Oakland Hills," he said. "Those things 
are creepy." 
"I don't know. The local Native Americans say that coyotes are the most human of 
all the animals." 
"You're still a beauty, Norah." 
"Austin, don't flirt with me," she scolded. "Well, not yet." 
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His eyes widened and his gaze went skyward, a barely-contained grin slowly 
appeared. 
"Can I take you to lunch before I head out?" 
"Sure," she answered nonchalantly. 

** * 

Austin climbs into Norah's khaki-colored Jeep and she suggests they take off the 
car's top and doors. He pulls his hat down tight and places one hand on the roll 
bar above her shoulder. Her favorite upscale restaurant is in Yucca Valley, one 
town over and that's where they head. 
With a quick twisting motion, Norah pulls her hair up into a ponytail. Off the road 
as much as on, she becomes his expert tour guide. Effortlessly, she maneuvers 
her vehicle through the valleys between giant rock formations. What should be a 
fifteen-minute drive turns into an hour-long sightseeing trip. 
They detour through an area where Western movies used to be filmed. The little 
settlement of Pioneertown becomes their backdrop for dozens of pictures, both 
goofy and sweet. When Austin plops down into a seat made from an old wooden 
barrel, Norah sits on his lap to snap a selfie. 
"Wait 'til you see this place we're going to eat. I know the woman who runs it. 
Great food, great wine." 
A line of a dozen or so are waiting outside of the roadhouse. With menus in hand, 
they order drinks. Off in a corner near the kitchen is a quiet table for two, they 
request. The twenty minute wait goes quickly enough as they nurse their 
chardonnays. 
Ordering two meals to split and a bottle of red, the beautiful dishes arrive at the 
table. They both remark how refreshing it is that neither of them photograph the 
food. 
"You've always found the best places, Norah." 
She asks, "Do you recall that Mexican spot near Lake Merritt, I took you?

I'd just got my license." 
"Oh sure, with all those different salsas." 
"Like it was yesterday, I remember elbowing you in the ribs for being such a smart-
ass." 
"Yeah and I said, 'You are almost as beautiful as this carne asada burrito."' 
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They laugh and Austin proposes a toast. 
"Here's to us," he begins. First pausing a beat, then he adds, "And burritos." 
Both smile and Austin lifts the wine bottle and offers her a little pour. "I have a 
spot in Oakland with wonderful Thai food, I want to take you to," he says. "Near 
the water, not far from the bridge." 
"I'd like that." 
The server puts the chocolate panna cotta down in the center of the table and 
places a dessert spoon on either side of the plate. 
Boldly, Austin asks, "What are the chances I could get you to move back to the 
Bay Area?" 
"Zero, maybe less," Norah remarks, shaking her head. 
Taken aback, Austin's expression turns from shock to delight. 
"Strong woman, I like that!" 
"And the odds of you relocating to the desert?" 
"Greater than zero and growing." 
They settle up the bill and walk out of the air-conditioned place into the afternoon 
heat. 
Austin grimaces and says, "Whoa, like a blast furnace. The chances just dropped 
some." 
Norah drives straight back to her house. The ride is quiet. Pointing out her office 
building is all that is uttered. Austin gets his things together and sets his duffle in 
the car. He starts up the Lincoln to cool it down. 
"Thanks Austin, for the lovely day." 
"Thank you. Anytime you want to visit, I'll fly you up." 
Norah falls into Austin's chest. He strokes her graying brown hair and closes his 
eyes. She pulls back to watch his face as she pours out her heart. 
"We could be great friends," she starts, "maybe a great couple. I wonder what kind of 
parents we would have been?" Norah lets out a mournful sigh, then continues, "This 
might be too much for me." With her hands balled into fists resting on her chin she 
lays against Austin again. Not a word is spoken for a long while. 
"I better go," he tells her. 
She nods in agreement. "I want you to meet my boy, Levi." 
"Give him my number, I'm only one town away. I'd love to know him." 
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